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New leaders are chosen

Alumni
donations
are on
the rise
Emily Gaffney
Campus Editor

John Carroll University
has high goals for fundraising
this year.
The University is hoping
to raise $15 million by the
end of this fiscal year, which
is May 31. This goal includes
cash donations as well as
pledges. Thus far, the University has raised $12 million of
that goal.
Last year the University
raised $16.7 million, but
much of this was due to one
major donor, said Doreen Riley, vice president for University advancement. During the
2009 fiscal year, JCU raised
12.2 million.
Although some of this
money comes from pledges
and estate gifts, which will
not be given to the University
immediately, the pledges are
positive for JCU, according
to Riley.
“You want it [the number
of gifts] to grow so there
is always a great future for
JCU,” said Riley.
Approximately $10 million of these funds will be
used for scholarships. The
rest will fund other projects
on campus, including the
demolition of the Bohannon
Science Center.
“Most of our money goes
to scholarships, which is
great because it helps students now,” said Riley.
This money raised includes the Carroll Fund,
which is alumni donations
that strictly fund student
financial aid.
The Carroll Fund has
raised $1.8 million this year,
which has increased by 13
percent.
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Student Union candidates, from left, junior Lauren Halladay, sophomore Trenton Oczypok, and
junior Rita Rochford wait for the results of the election on Nov. 4.
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Three unopposed candidates, two
close races, and a new president highlighted last week’s Student Union
executive board elections.
Overall, 835 students – 28.1 percent – voted in this year’s election.
“I feel like [the turnout] could
have been a lot higher, but I know
that through door-to-door efforts,

every candidate did all they could
to get people to vote,” sophomore
Senator Greg Petsche said. “I think
that things need to be changed with
the way the election worked because
a lot of people didn’t know where to
find the [online] link [to vote].”
Junior Senator Sharonica Smedley was disappointed by the student
voter turnout.
“I do wish that we as a Student
Union could have found more meth-

Please see, ELECTIONS, p. 3

Betas go national
JCU’s Beta Theta Pi was
installed as a national
chapter
Claire Olderman
Assistant Campus Editor

Please see, ALUMNI, p. 3
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ods to reach out to more students to
encourage them to vote,” she said.
For Student Union presidentelect, junior Rita Rochford beat
out junior classmate Lauren Halladay by 192 votes. Her first task as
president is to begin transitioning
the newly-elected executive board
before January.
“I’m very humbled and appreciative that the John Carroll community
feels confident in my ability to lead,”
Rochford said. “I’m very excited.”
Halladay was initially disappointed by the results, but feels that
Student Union is in good hands.
“I think Rita and the rest of the
exec[utive] board are going to do a
great job,” she said. “I don’t think
that either outcome would have been
a loss for the students.”
Petsche ran unopposed, and won
his bid for executive vice president.
“I ran my heart out with it. I did
all that I could to prove to everybody that I was the best choice,” he
said. “I think that it was important
to show that I’m trying to do what
I can to prove to everybody that I
earned it.”
Junior Senator Andrew Burns
defeated sophomore Senator Joe
Cahill for vice president for business
affairs. Burns claimed 58.2 percent
of the vote, while Cahill garnered
41.8 percent.
“I was really surprised,” Burns
said. “Joe is a great guy and I knew

The Beta Theta Pi fraternity at John Carroll
University was installed as an official national
chapter last weekend.
Previously, Beta Theta Pi was the only group
of Greeks on campus that had yet to be recognized as an official chapter. They existed only
as a colony, which is a fraternity or sorority that
has just started on a campus.
The Installation Ceremony took place on
Saturday, Nov. 6 at the Marriott Hotel and only
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The Beta Theta Pi fraternity at JCU was installed as a national chapter on Nov. 6.
initiated Betas attended. The leadership of the
national fraternity including the General Fraternity President, General Secretary, and the Board
of Trustees attended the ceremony, a first in the
national fraternity’s history.
“We also had a number of our brothers from
the Lambda Kappa-Beta chapter at Case Western

Reserve University as well as Beta alums from all
over Cleveland, from all different generations,”
said JCU graduate Joel Mullner, Beta’s member
educator advisor.
Directly following the ceremony, the

Please see, BETAS, p. 2
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Campus
Briefs
Law & Order’s
B.D. Wong to
visit campus
B.D. Wong, who plays Dr.
George Huang on “Law & Order: SVU,” will give a lecture
entitled “All the World’s a Stage:
From Exclusion to Inclusion” on
Nov. 17, at 7 p.m. in Donahue
Auditorium at the Dolan Center
for Science and Technology.
The lecture is the fifth event
of the Dr. Shirley S. Seaton
Cultural Awareness Series, presented by the office of multicultural affairs. The lecture is also
presented in conjunction with
John Carroll’s Allies organization.
Wong plans to discuss issues dealing with exclusion due
to sexual orientation. He will
explain what it took to succeed
in a career path ridden with racism and rejection. He will give
a one-of-a-kind look at diversity,
inclusion and exclusion issues.
For more information on the
event, visit jcu.edu/oma or call
(216) 397-4185. The event is
free and open to the public.

“We the People” coordinator wins award
Rachael Martin
The Carroll News

Shirley Seaton, John Carroll
University’s liaison for community
affairs, has been awarded the 2010
Founders Award by the Ohio Center
for Law-Related Education. The
award recognizes dedication to lawrelated education.
The Founders Award is the
highest honor given by OCLRE
each year.
According to Seaton, the board
of trustees of OCLRE told her that
her “work to develop engaged
young children is inspirational.”
Seaton said she was very surprised and humbled when she found
out she had won the award.
She said, “Why me? I’m just doing something I like to do.”
Seaton was named recipient
of this award as a result of her
significant contributions to lawrelated education, which includes
her work as the coordinator for the
11th U.S. District’s “We the People”
program.
“We the People” is a national
civic education program that teaches students about the history and
philosophy of the Constitution.

South African playwright,
Fatima Dike, was named the
Gerard Manley Hopkins Fellow
recipient for the Spring 2011
semester.
Dike will teach a seven week
class on the fundamentals of
playwriting. The course will be
offered on a Tuesday/Thursday
schedule from 5 - 7:30 p.m.
To register for the course
students should select EN 403
on BannerWeb. The course will
count as a “W” for the Core
Curriculum.
Students may contact John
McBratney of the English Department at jmcbratney@jcu.
edu for more information about
the fellowship course.

Seaton’s interest in law-related
education began when she was the
principal of a Cleveland elementary
school. She was concerned about the
negative view many children had of
police officers. She found that many
children said they would not call the
police if there was trouble.
This prompted Seaton to apply for a grant from the Cleveland
Foundation to start a law-related
education program. This new program eventually linked with “We the
People” to help change childrens’
attitudes and behavior towards law
enforcement.
“We the People” is now offered
as a service learning program at
JCU through the Center for Service
and Social Action. At JCU, “We
the People” involves students tutoring elementary and middle school
students from Cleveland and East
Cleveland about the U.S. Constitution and citizenship. Today, the
program involves 75 JCU students
in 13 public and parochial schools
in the Cleveland area.
Seaton encourages JCU students to get involved in the “We
the People” program as part of the
university’s mission of service. She
believes this is an extremely inter-
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Shirley Seaton, pictured above, JCU’s liaison for community
affairs, was awarded the Founders Award this year by OCLRE.
esting and worthwhile program that
can benefit JCU students as well as
elementary and middle school students in the local area. Students who
are interested in this program should
contact the Center for Service and
Social Action.
Seaton was presented with a tro-

phy at OCLRE’s 20th annual Law
and Citizenship Conference at the
Holiday Inn in Worthington, Ohio
near Columbus on Sept. 27.
Seaton said that her family was
very pleased for her and she has
placed the trophy proudly in her
home.

John Carroll’s Beta Theta Pi chapter goes from
colony to full-fledged chapter
From BETAS, p. 1

South African
playwright to
teach at Carroll
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Installation Mass was held on
campus. Betas, their families, and
the JCU community were invited
to attend as a celebration of the
official chapter. The homilist for
the Mass, the Rev. Edward Janoch,
is a Beta alumnus from Bowling
Green State University. Mark
Ehrbar, a junior Beta, instructed
the music for the Mass.
A reception dinner at Canterbury Golf Club in Beachwood
followed the Mass. More than 200
Betas and friends, which represented 29 different Beta chapters,
were in attendance.
The weekend celebration was
also coupled with the fraternity’s annual Carroll’s Got Talent
philanthropic event. This event
allows JCU students to compete
in a talent show and also raises
money for the Milestones Autism
Center and children with autism.
The Betas raised approximately
$1,500 this year.
The weekend was planned by
co-chairs of the Installation Committee, sophomores John Jackson
and Spencer German, along with

sophomore Trenton Oczypok.
“Although this is a time for
pause and excitement, it is also a
time for visioning. As a chapter of
Beta Theta Pi, [we] are responsible
for modeling the way and creating
a sustainable environment where
men can live the values of our
organization. Doing so is an incredible responsibility,” said Scott
Allen, the Beta faculty advisor and
a vice president on Beta’s board of
trustees.
Beta began at JCU in 2007 when
Beta Theta Pi Leadership Consultants and Administrated Staff
came to JCU, looking for the right
group of males to call the Founding
Fathers and to colonize the Beta
fraternity. They spent 25 days recruiting men around campus.
Kyle Sobh, a JCU graduate and
founding member of the campus
chapter, said, “Becoming a Founding Father of the John Carroll University, now Eta Epsilon Chapter
of Beta Theta Pi, has been one of
the most rewarding experiences of
my collegiate career and possibly
my life.”
Before becoming a chapter,
a colony must fulfill 30 require-

ments including keeping high
academic standards and publishing
a newsletter. Unlike a “to-do” list,
these requirements are meant to be
ingrained into the fraternity, and
carried as a legacy. Most colonies
are able to finish the requirements
within three years. If they cannot
finish within four years, the chapter
is shut down.
According to junior Andy Lane,
current president of the JCU Betas,
the members have complied with
all of the requirements, and have
exceeded the academic standard
requirement.
“We have maintained a GPA
higher than the all-male, all-campus, and all-fraternity GPAs since
our inception in 2007,” said Lane.
Many Betas are active elsewhere
on campus as well.
“Our brothers hold some of the
most coveted leadership positions
on campus as six of the 11 male tour
guides are Betas, as well as three
resident assistants, two members of
IFC, the sophomore class president
and the production manager of our
campus radio station. Because of
our efforts, the Eta Epsilon chapter
was recognized with the Campus

Involvement award at the 171st
General Convention [of the national organization],” said Lane.
To the Betas, Installation weekend was the culmination of working
to become nationally installed.
Sobh said, “This weekend was
to say, the ‘grand prize’ for all of the
work and effort that we have poured
into this organization and now will
forever be framed in this cherished
document, our charter.”
Other members of Beta looked
back during the Installation weekend on their recruitment into the
fraternity, and what it meant to
them.
“My initial reaction when I received my bid two years ago, I was
ecstatic,” said junior Greg Sloat. “It
was something that I really, really
felt passionate about, and that I really, really wanted to be in.”
Sobh felt that the fraternity
played a large role in his collegiate
experience.
“If it wasn’t for Beta Theta Pi
at John Carroll, I don’t think that
I would have graduated with as
many memories and enjoyable
times and such close friends as I
did,” said Sobh.

Campus Safety Log
November 1, 2010
A student reported receiving threatening phone calls
at 10:38 p.m.

November 3, 2010
Damage to the men’s third floor bathroom in
Muphy Hall was reported at 9:02 p.m.

November 5 2010
Damage to the first floor of Campion Hall was
reported at 3:14 a.m.

November 5, 2010
A smell of marijuana was reported on the third
floor of Sutowski Hall at 10:22 p.m.

These incidents are taken from the files of Campus Safety Services, located in the lower level of the Lombardo Student Center. For more information contact x1615.
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From ALUMNI, p. 1
Along with the monetary goals, the University hopes to raise the percentage of alumni
that give back to JCU. The University’s goal
is to raise the alumni give-back percentage to
18 percent for the 2011 fiscal year.
During the 2010 fiscal year, 16 percent of
alumni gave back to JCU. Previously, 14 percent of alumni donated during the 2009 fiscal
year and12 percent in the 2008 fiscal year.
Senior Mark Johnson, a Student Union
representative to the Advancement Committee which sets the fundraising goals, said,
“Alumni are demonstrating increasing support. Even in times like now, people are really
supportive.”
The University’s goal is above the national
average, which is 11 to 12 percent.
“Most schools are struggling now to be at
the national average and the fact that we’re
bucking the national average is awesome,”

said Riley.
Part of the University’s interest in increasing the number of alumni donors is that alumni
giving percentage is one criteria for the U.S.
News and World Report college rankings.
According to Riley, JCU is working hard
to keep alumni engaged even if they do not
donate financially.
JCU hopes to increase alumni engagement
to 25 percent from 20 percent last year.
Alumni engagement includes not only
financial donations, but participating in the
alumni mentoring program, attending high
school college fairs, and making phone calls
on behalf of the University.
The University also expects that alumni
engagement will increase with JCU’s 125th
anniversary this spring. According to Johnson,
there will be many opportunities for alumni
to get involved.
Riley said, “We’re really reaching out to
alumni.”

“You want it [the number of gifts] to grow
so there is always a great future for JCU.”
– Doreen Riley
Vice President for University Advancement
From ELECTIONS, p. 1
he would get a lot of votes.”
Cahill was disappointed in his inability to
do a lot of campaigning.
“School really played a role on that,” he
said. “I was so busy with other things in
school that I wasn’t able to put as much as I
would’ve liked into the campaign. Everybody
that voted [for] me was basically on name
recognition.”
Sophomore Will Butler, who sits on the
Student Union Hearing Board, ran unopposed for vice president for judicial affairs.
He wants to improve the software used by
resident assistants to file reports with the dean
of students office.
“I am looking forward to getting to know
this executive board,” he said.
Junior Senator Peter Hayden ran unopposed for vice president for student organizations. He plans to start looking for new
members for the Student Organizations
Budget Board.
“I think I really ran a good campaign,”
Hayden said. “[I] talked to a lot of the organizations and asked what they would like to see
with the new [vice president] of organizations.
I’m really glad that I got their advice [and]
got their support. Hopefully I can accomplish
everything to the best of my ability.”
Sophomore Kayla Naticchioni beat out
Smedley for vice president for programming
by 77 votes. As vice president for programming, Naticchioni will take over for Angela
Petitto as head of the Student Union Programming Board (SUPB).
“When I found out the results, I was very
excited,” Naticchioni said. “My platform
statement represented what I wish for SUPB

[to be] in the future, including more student
input and successful events. I love SUPB and
I have worked very hard to get where I am.
My work on the executive board of SUPB
has been amazing and very rewarding. I am
excited to continue my work with SUPB.”
Smedley plans to continue working on
SUPB’s executive board.
“When you are really passionate about
something it is only natural to be disappointed
when the votes are not in your favor,” she said.
“However, my passion has not decrease[d];
if anything, I [am] more passionate than ever
for SUPB and I will continue to do my best
and support the Executive Board, general
members, and student body by providing them
with great events.”
Sophomore Senator Trenton Oczypok
defeated junior Dana Hartung to become
vice president for communication. He edged
out Hartung by 29 votes, the closest race of
the elections.
“I really want to try to build a better
relationship between the student body with
the Student Union and try to work with the
exec[utive] board to build a consensus on what
our goals are,” Oczypok said.
Hartung plans to continue working with
the Student Union Senate to help them build
stronger connections with the University
community.
“I am very proud of my campaign and my
accomplishments throughout the election,”
she said. “I also feel truly blessed and thankful
from the support I received from the student
body. It was an extremely close race, but Trenton ran a strong campaign and I know he will
do an excellent job as JCU’s [vice president]
of communication.”
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English department to offer
new sampler course
Under the supervision of Debby Rosenthal,
associate professor and director of graduate
studies, a new English course is being offered
to John Carroll students. The course is worth
one credit and is pass/fail.
Available this spring, “Special Topics: A
Literary Sampler” (EN 199-51) will meet
the first seven weeks of the semester on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from 2 to 2:50 p.m.
The students grades will be determined not
through tests or quizzes, but through regular
attendance and thorough reflection papers due
after each class.
“In each of the 14 meetings a different
professor will step in and offer an interesting
50-minute talk about some topic of current
literary interest,” Rosenthal said.
The topics to be covered in this course
will cover a wide range of literary subjects.
Potential topics include postmodernism and
The Simpsons, literary theory, images of
Ireland and different theories of speech and

action. Additionally, Career Counseling will
take one class to speak about possible career
options with a degree in English.
The expectation is that this new course
will be similar to a speaker series taken for
credit.
“We hope the course will be like a for
credit lecture series and can be enjoyed by
those who are die-hard English majors and
also those who want a gentle, general introduction to cool ideas in lit[erature],” said
Rosenthal.
When mentioned to various John Carroll
students, all seemed to be at least somewhat
interested in learning more about the course.
“This course really sounds like it is aimed
to help students figure out what their interests
are,” freshman Sarah Alessi said. “You get a
little bit of everything; I love that. It sounds
like a great way to explore the possibilities
offered at John Carroll.”
Eleven students have signed up for this
class thus far, so there are spots still available. Any questions or curiosities can be
directed toward Rosenthal in the English
Department.

While each election received votes for
write-in candidates, none of them garnered

enough votes to be listed on the official
results.

Tracey Willmott
Staff Writer

SU Executive Board Election Results
Total students that voted: 835 (28.1%)
Freshmen: 171 (20.5%)		
Juniors: 251 (30.1%)
Sophomores: 241 (28.9%)
Seniors: 172 (20.6%)
President 		
Executive Vice President
Rita Rochford 492 (62.1%)
Greg Petsche 708 (100%)
Lauren Halladay 300 (37.9%)
VP for Business Affairs
Andrew Burns 435 (58.2%)
Joe Cahill 313 (41.8%)
VP for Communication
Trenton Oczypok 402 (51.9%)
Dana Hartung 373 (48.1%)
VP for Judicial Affairs
Will Butler 748 (100%)
VP for Student Organizations
Peter Hayden 634 (100%)
VP for Programming
Kayla Naticchioni 417 (55.1%)
Sharonica Smedley 340 (44.9%)

Campus Calendar : Nov. 11 - Nov. 17
11

Thursday

Veterans Day
The Marinello OneActs open tonight in
the Marinello Little
Theatre at 7:30 p.m.

12

Friday

“Back to the
Future” movie
night is from 8-10
p.m. in the Dolan
Auditorium. The
event is sponsored
by SUPB.

13

Saturday

The football
team plays their
final game of the
season against
Balwin-Wallace
College at 1:30
p.m. at Don Shula
Stadium.

14

Sunday

Mass at St. Francis
Chapel will be
held at 6:00 and
10:00 p.m.

15

Monday

The women’s
basketball team
will take on
The College of
Wooster at 7
p.m. in the Tony
DeCarlo Varsity
Center.

16

Tuesday

Humans vs.
Zombies open
forum meeting
will be held in AD
226 at 7 p.m.

17

Wednesday

Student Union
Senator elections
begin today.

Campus Spotlight
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Mid-term Elections hit home
JCU students find ways to make a difference in local and national elections
Molly Wilson
Staff Writer

Mid-term elections finally came to a close this past week.
As college students, sometimes it can be hard to remember
to vote with all that is going on (including studying,
extracurricular activities, social events, etc.).
John Carroll students still found the
time to pay attention to the issues
and vote in either their home
elections or the local ones in
the Cleveland area.
Many of the students
chose to vote absentee
in their home elections in order to stay
connected to their
hometown. These
students felt that
even though they
were spending the
majority of the year
in Cleveland, their
home elections
would still affect
them the most.
Nici Fluharty,
a freshman from
Willard, Ohio, was
one of the students
to vote absentee
in her hometown.
She received the
absentee application in her John
Carroll mailbox
and decided to
send in her vote so
her voice would
be heard.
Fluharty does
not feel that she
will ever change
her registration
and vote in the
local elections.
She described
how she was
unsure whom to
vote for. “I had to
call my dad to
discuss the issues

and candidates with him, this was the first time I voted and I
was not sure what to do,” Fluharty said.
Christine Fleig, also a freshman, is from Cranberry Township, Penn. She registered at home and was able to send in
her absentee ballot, which had to be sent in five to seven days
before the election.
Similar to Fluharty, Fleig is very excited to be a first time
voter and explained why she decided to vote in her hometown,
“I think it is important for people to vote and have their say
in the country and local government.”
She did not feel that she would ever change her voting
registration to Cleveland unless she chose to stay in the area
after college.
Bill Cook has a unique experience in the voting process;
he has voted absentee in his home elections as well as in the
elections surrounding John Carroll. Bill is a sophomore from
Chicago, Ill.
Last year, Bill decided to register here so that he could vote
in the University Heights mayoral elections.
He felt that the election would really affect John Carroll
itself, so he wanted to be a part of it. He also felt there was no
big election going on in Chicago at the time.
This year, on the other hand, Bill decided to register and
vote absentee in his hometown.
“The elections were very close this year and my vote was
very important. I still wanted to stay an active citizen back
home even though I am here,” Cook said.
Most people will do this online, but he was home at the
time so he went to his local library to register. He filled out
his form at the library and then it was mailed back to him at
John Carroll so that he could vote and then send it back to
Chicago.
Duchess Adjei, a senior, made the effort and returned to her
hometown Indianapolis, Ind. to submit her ballot.
“On Oct. 25 I had to go to the courthouse in Indiana. [I]
filled out the sheet and did the whole process there.” Adjei
said.
Adjei felt is was important to vote in her hometown jurisdiction not because of the direct impact on her, but on her
family.
“Even if I am not there as much as much as I am at school,
I think if there is anything I can do to try and change something where I am from that is important. Because I have more

of a connection to Indianapolis and my vote
impacts my family because they are still there,”
Adjei said.
Many students did not vote for this year’s midterm elections, but several that were asked agreed
that they would definitely be voting in the next elections, especially the Presidential Elections in 2012.
Presidential Elections are the most popular elections and many college students would not want to miss
the chance to vote in a historical election.
Absentee voting is very popular for students since
it is a way for students to still feel connected to their
hometowns even though they are away.

2010 Election Results

Republicans
Results

U.S. House

Democrats
189

236
179
Current

256

U.S. Senate

Results
46
41

Image from grandoldpartyusa.com

Current

One Vote Does Count

51
57
Information from usatoday.com/news/politics/
Image romlintonevents.com

- Decided that Americans speak English rather than German. (1776)
- Kept Aaron Burr, later charged with treason, from becoming president. (1800)
- Made Texas part of the United States. (1845)
- Saved president Andrew Johnson from removal from office. (1868)
- Admitted California (1850), Oregon (1859), Washington (1890), to the union.
- Elected Rutherford B. Hayes president, and, the man in the electoral college who cast that vote
was an Indiana congressman elected by one vote (1876).
- Information compiled by Jillian Dunn

Information in from: clarksonintegrator.com/media/storage/paper280/news/2002/10/28/NationalNews/Voting.Information.Absentee.Ballots.And.Voting.Stats-314726.shtml

Arts & Life
Struggles appear on stage in ‘Y-Haven Theatre Project’
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Jennifer Holton
Arts & Life Editor

Combine the struggles of addiction and homelessness with a stage,
lights and an audience.
The product is a story of hardships
and recovery, displayed on stage in
the Y-Haven Theatre Project.
A theatre production acted out by
formerly homeless men in recovery
from drug and alcohol addiction,
the tour will stop by John Carroll
University on Friday, Nov. 12 in the
Dolan auditorium at 12 p.m.
The Y-Haven Theatre Project
partners Cleveland Public Theatre (CPT) Teaching Artists with
residents of Y-Haven, the Cleveland
YMCA’s transitional home for once
homeless men.
Together, the men create original
theatre productions based on their
personal experiences.
According to the CPT Education
Director, Chris Seibert, the project
is in its eleventh year, offering
programs to those who do not have
access to the arts, such as low income
urban teens, children in public housing, and homeless adults.
“[It’s for] people who have a story
that needs to be heard by our com-

www.jcunews.com

munity,” he said.
Involving about 25 participants,
the Y-Haven Theatre Project demographic contains homeless men ages
18 to 60 who are in the first 60 days
of recovery from drug and alcohol
addiction.
All participants are required
to sign contracts outlining their
responsibilities and affirming their
commitment before attending the
first class.
From that point, skits develop
over time, as instructors encourage
the men to create stories about their
lives and the various experiences
they’ve encountered.
“The group explores recurring
themes, powerful images, revealing
scenes and interesting characters
to create the script,” said Seibert.
“Once the script is drafted, the
men begin rehearsing scenes and
continue to develop the plot and
characters.”
The production for the program
begins in July, when the men take
part in rehearsal sessions two to
three times each week, increasing
to five days a week in October and
November, according to Seibert.
The production opens in early
November at the Cleveland Public

The Carroll News

Theatre with
performances
that benefit
the Y-Haven
Transitional
Housing organization.
After finishing at the
Theatre, the
production is
performed for
a one to two
week tour.
“[On the
tour], audiences include
men and youth
living in area
shelters, treatment facilities,
Photo by Steve Wagner
and juvenile Men performing onstage in last years’s “Y-Haven Theatre Project.”
detention censtruggle before an audience, they transformational experience for men
ters and students and faculty of local are allowed to remain at Y-Haven who have suffered great adversity
high schools and universities,” said for up to two years as they work by bringing them together to create
Seibert.
toward accomplishing the goals a play, present it to the public, and
To create a more personal tone they have set.
receive mentorship and support,”
with the audience, each perforHowever, what becomes of said Seibert.
mance on the tour is followed by the men is a success story that
“The men can draw on the skills
a facilitated discussion with the exceeds the prosperity of their they develop in the program to
audience. After the production performance.
maintain sobriety and transition to
concludes and the participants are
“What we have seen over the employment, permanent housing
finished performing their stories of years is that Y-Haven Theatre is a and independent living.”

From B-Movies to Blockbusters
The successful superhero genre of recent films

Dale Armbuster
Staff Writer

With the release of Megamind
on Nov. 5, Paramount Pictures
rehashes the classic film industry
argument: Why are superhero movies so popular?
Six of the top 12 box-office
openings in history belong to the
genre, and since 1990, superhero
movies have grossed over seven
trillion dollars. What explains this
phenomenon? The answer, it seems,
is not so simple.
The rise of the superhero movie
in Hollywood has been much like, in
essence, the rise of the superheroes
themselves. Once mild-mannered
Saturday morning serials, the superhero genre found its mainstream

start with 1978’s “Superman,”
directed by Richard Donner.
Released in the middle of a tough
economic time in America, Superman gave an entire nation an escape
from the realities of inflation and the
Cold War, even if for just under two
hours. It also opened the floodgates
for more movies like it.
The 1980s allowed more characters to wander off the pages of
their comic books, with the most
prominent being Batman.
In 1989, Tim Burton took the
Caped Crusader’s dark world and
brought it to life on the big screen.
In sharp contrast to the vibrant
color and high-flying Superman
series, the first Batman installment
brought a dark and moody vision

of Gotham City to life. While its
three direct sequels were not as
popular, Burton’s Batman played
the darker foil to Superman and created the other half of the superhero
spectrum.
As fortunes in America began to
turn for the better in the 1990s, the
superhero genre began to decline.
No new franchises were released, and many of the movies were
similar rehashes of previous stories.
Only when the Blade franchise began in 1998 and X-Men followed
two years later did superhero movies
find their revival. Those franchises,
coupled with the dark times our nation faced in the aftermath of 9/11
and the wars in the Middle East,
spurred a new generation of movies

and fans. Films not only took on a
brighter tone and message, but they
also took on a bigger scale.
The movies gave people a reason
to hope again during a time where
many were looking for a real hero.
Sam Raimi’s Spider-man gave
Americans a picture, in some ways,
of themselves.
Tobey Maguire as Peter Parker in
some ways embodied the country:
talented and capable, but unsure
of how to make their lives work
again.
The decade ended with Christopher Nolan’s wildly successful
Batman films and Jon Favreau’s pair
of Iron Man films.
The four films remain the fourhighest grossing superhero films of

all time.
While both films contrasted in
tone, they were blockbusters set on
a grand scale which people could
escape to.
That is what superhero movies
have always been about: escape.
It is also what has made them so
popular.
For two hours, people can forget
about finances, school, work and
personal problems.
Superheroes give people hope
and a hero to look to even when one
is nowhere to be found in real life.
It’s safe to say that you can grab
a good seat and some popcorn,
because the wild ride of superhero
movies isn’t going to end anytime
soon.
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‘Due Date’ hilarious, yet sports
unlikable characters
FILM REVIEW
“Due Date”

Joe Marino
The Carroll News

It seems like every comedy since last year
has been compared in quality and laughsper-minute to “The Hangover.”
While it makes sense that the first
movie to actually take that comparison
head-on would come from both “The
Hangover” director and one of its
main actors, “Due Date” fails to
be as memorable, as quotable,
or as enduring.
Directed by Todd
Phillips, “Due
Date” is a
“Plains, Trains,
and Automobiles”
-channeling the road trip/buddy comedy
themes that should get credit for how it
gets most of its laughs by situational
character quirks rather than overused
punchlines.
Peter (Robert Downey Jr.) is an expectant
father who is on a mad dash to make it to Los
Angeles for the birth of his first child.
Unfortunately, he crosses paths with Ethan
(Zach Galifianakis), an aspiring actor who
often gets caught in bad situations – from
saying words like “bomb” and “terrorist” on
a plane to picking up a gun and “accidentally”
shooting someone.
With nowhere else to turn and now on a
“no-fly” list because of Ethan, Peter has no
choice but to catch a ride with Ethan to LA.
But when things just keep getting worse
the question is no longer whether Peter will
get to his wife on time, but also whether or
not he’ll kill his current companion before
they get there.
There are quite a few laughs to be had
here. Most of them are merely extended
scenes of what we’ve already seen from the

flawlessly comedic trailers. But there
are some aspects not in the trailers that
got a good laugh, from a true to life
moment where Downey’s character
indignantly said he’s never taken
drugs, to a scene where a dog is doing
something dogs shouldn’t do.
The best humor is circumstantial –
from an unorthodox jail break to a druggedup visit at the Mexican border to Peter arguing with a tin can. It’s all about how these
characters interact.
Downey Jr. and Galifianakis are a riot
together, channeling the timeless characteristics that make up charismatic pairings like
Steve Martin/John Candy and Bud Abbott/
Lou Costello.
Peter is by far the most no-nonsense
straight guy ever, with Ethan taking the role
as most annoying character ever.
His insane sense of logic never ceases to
amaze, molding a character that is completely
unexpected.
“Due Date” is a pretty consistent comedy,
with very few flat scenes.
Less dirty and juvenile than most “hardR” comedies, (meaning those comedies that
contain lots of profanity, sexual content and
other mature themes), it knows a little bit more

than most
comedies
on what its
trying to do,
which makes
it at times funnier than it deserves to be.
The one issue I have is how
unlikable these two characters are. Usually I
don’t have a problem with unlikable characters, but these guys go overboard in making
the audience unable to connect with them.
We might feel for Downey’s Peter a bit
more than he deserves, but he’s such a jerk
that it’s surprising he has a wife waiting for
him at all.
As for Galifianakis’ Ethan, he never finds
that delicate balance between the lovable
simpleton that Steve Carell nailed in “Dinner
for Schmucks” and the downright irritant that
David Spade has made a career in playing.
While they are always capable of making
us laugh and even making us care, they never
get us to like them.
Where comedies are concerned and what
we expect from them, “Due Date” delivers in
the promised laughs.
Photo from fanboyz.net.

Celebrity Tweet of the Week
This section is dedicated to honor those Twitter-happy
celebrities who take the time out of their busy day to drop
us a line or two of wisdom and humor. If there is a celeb
tweet you find worthy, e-mail it to jholton12@jcu.edu!

Country singer Brad Paisley is a big fan of the Cleveland
Browns, so when they won last Sunday against the New England
Patriots, he was ecstatic, yet unsure if it was real life.

“What is happening!?! The Browns beat the Patriots!?! I don’t know what world I’m living in
all of a sudden. Watch the sky for asteroids.”
Photo from realmuzik.net.

Marinello ‘One Acts’
begin this week
Lindsay Derda
Staff Writer

Beginning this Thursday, students can
see three plays by critically acclaimed playwrights in about two hours and won’t have
to leave campus.
The Marinello Little Theater will play
host to “A Dead Man’s Apartment” by
Edward Allan Baker, “Hotline,” by Elaine
May and “Dinner With Mother,” by JCU
communication and theatre arts professor
Robert Noll.
The plays confront important issues and
tell unique stories all in a single act.
Although the plays are short, averaging 20 to 40 minutes each, their stories
do not lack in plot substance or character
complexity.
Noll, who teaches several writing courses
at JCU, including playwriting, said that the
short length can be a good thing.
“With so little running time, you immediately get into the plot and action. There’s
no time wasted. That makes ideal viewing
for audiences accustom to watching stories
unfold on TV in 22 minutes,” he said.
Noll’s play “Dinner With Mother” reveals the complicated relationship between
a woman and her mother. College-age play
goers will be able to relate to Adriana as
she struggles with a desire to please her
judgmental mother while remaining true
to herself.
“Dinner With Mother” has had two wellreceived productions in New York over
the years, and Noll said he’s now enjoying
perfecting the show with student-director
Ali Karolczak and the play’s three talented
actors. He intends to get the play published
after its John Carroll production.
Senior Taylor Nagy is the student-director of “A Dead Man’s Apartment.” The play
was originally produced and performed at
a festival in San Francisco in 1995 and in
New York City the same year.
It tells the story of Lonnie, a truck driver,
and Nickie, his mistress, as they navigate
through the inevitable difficulties of their
affair.
“Hotline,” directed by Brian Devers,
illustrates a sticky situation with a dash of
humor. The play’s main character frequently
calls a suicide crisis hotline, only to be continuously frustrated by the incompetence of
her counselor.
Devers said that he believes students will
enjoy the production.
“Live theatre is a break from the usual
television and movies students see,” he said.
“Being able to see something that is right in
front of you, being affected by it and being
able to touch it is different than the usual
entertainment experience.”
What the one-acts lack in length, they
make up for in humor, realism and satire.
Each act features complex characters with
stories that are worth listening to, if only
for 30 minutes.
The Marinello Little Theater will feature
these shows Nov. 11, 12 and 13 at 7:30 p.m.
and Sunday, Nov. 14 at 2 p.m. Tickets are $7
in advance and $10 at the door, and can be
purchased by calling (216)-397-4191.

Entertainment Calendar
Check out what’s happening on campus and in Cleveland this week!

11.11

11.12

11.13

11.01

Elephant Stone
House of Blues
8:30 p.m.
$8

Skeletonwitch
Grog Shop
9 p.m.
$8-$10

The Clarks

The Expendables
House of Blues
7 p.m.
$15-$18

Grog Shop
9 p.m.
$15-$17

-Compiled by Jennifer Holton

We deliver till 2 a.m. 7 days a week!

2 medium 1-topping pizzas
$11.99
Large pizza with up to
3 toppings $10.00

Victoria & Zoe Yin
You are invited to an exclusive event featuring two
child prodigy artists.
Live Artist’s Receptions held:
Saturday November 13, 2010 at

The O Gallery at La Place
2101 Richmond Road, Beachwood, OH 44122
2:00PM-5:00PM

Join the Carroll Crazies at these
upcoming Carroll Crazies events

11.12.10 Splash Party!
Join the Men’s & Women’s
Swim & Dive Team’s @5pm
11.13.10- “The Cuyahoga
Gold Bowl”

DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS AND FACULTY!
(valid only at our two locations)
Catering Any Occasion...
Cookie, Pastry & Bagel Trays
Breakfast
Lunch
Dinner
Delivery to JCU on orders $75 or more. No delivery fee!
Panera Bread / Dellarco Enterprises
Shaker Plaza
20060 Van Aken Blvd.
Shaker Heights, OH 44122
Ph: 216.751.3566

Panera Bread / Dellarco Enterprises
Points East Plaza
7357 Mentor Ave.
Mentor OH 44060
Ph: 440.975.902
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Concussions are covered at JCU
Zach Mentz
Staff Writer

Tim
Ertle
Sports Editor

Starting salaries
need to slow down
Like most seniors, I have one
eye on making sure I do everything
I need to graduate and one eye
toward what’s next, whether it be
graduate school or going out and
finding a job.
If I decide to go look for employment, I often wonder what
kind of money I have the potential to make. According to
the unscientific survey that was
conducted by studentsreview.com,
communications majors enter the
workforce with an average salary
of $42,300.
The site didn’t disclose much,
other than the fact that $42,300
was the average starting salary for
the 516 recent graduates with communications degrees they polled.
For you accounting majors,
the hard work in the Boler School
may pay off as the 377 accounting
majors reported an average starting
salary of $53,838.
I wished, for a second at least,
that I had considered a degree
in business. But later that night
when watching ESPN, I heard an
analyst say that Sam Bradford, the
top overall pick in last year’s NFL
Draft, was celebrating his 23rd
birthday.
Bradford’s working his first job
and his salary is a wee bit higher
than most of ours will be – to
the tune of $86 million over six
years.
He’s a 6-foot-4 gifted athlete
that has a rocket for an arm and a
skill set that is in extremely high
demand. But $86 million for what
he’s done in college?
So far Bradford has impressed
and looks like five years from
now, he could be in the conversation to be the best quarterback in
the NFL.
But five years from now,
couldn’t an accountant be the best
CPA in his entire firm? Couldn’t an
education major be the best teacher
in America?
They certainly could be ... but
they also could fall flat on their
faces and be a failure. That’s why
you start with a bottom salary and
work your way up.
The NFL has it all backwards in
paying kids straight out of college
more than the best in the business.
For Bradford to make more than
$14 million while Super Bowl
MVP Drew Brees makes $10 million is insane.
A lockout in the near future
may be inevitable, and a rookie
pay scale has to be one of the first
things discussed. Nowhere else in
the world would a kid out of college make more than someone at
the top of their craft. That needs to
be changed.
Contact Tim Ertle at
tertle11@jcu.edu

It’s no secret that suffering a
concussion can change an athlete’s
career in the blink of an eye.
During recent years, concussions in sports have become more
and more of a concern. Coaches,
trainers, and even the athletes themselves have to be much more aware
and informed when dealing with a
concussion.
Professional sports leagues such
as the National Football League
have become more strict when it
comes to protecting players who
have sustained concussions, causing
a domino effect through the lower
levels of not only football, but sports
in general.
Each campus has their own
policy when it comes to trainers,
coaches and players dealing with
concussions. The question is: what
does John Carroll University do
when dealing with concussions?
Junior Mike Micca, the starting left tackle for the Blue Streak
football team, sustained his first
“official” concussion on Sept. 18
during JCU’s game against Mount
Union and thought nothing of it.
“When playing football, getting
minor concussions is a normal thing
and most football players just do not
tend to those ones [as seriously],”
Micca said. “They just take some
Advil and keep playing.”
When Micca sustained his first
“official” concussion however,
there was a process he had to go
through before playing again. It was
much more complicated than just
popping an Advil.
“The overall process for the
concussion was kind of a pain and
also really hard,” he said. “They
make you do ridiculous tests that
most people can’t even pass when
they are in the right state of mind,”
said Micca.
“For example, they make you
stand on one leg with your eyes
closed for two minutes and if you

Photo Illustration from The Chicago Tribune

ever lost your balance or twitched,
it would count as a fail.”
Junior Kerry Fox of the JCU
volleyball team has sustained two
concussions since becoming a Blue
Streak.
Fox recorded her first concussion three weeks into her freshman
year, and her second concussion
towards the end of her junior volleyball season, which was only a
few weeks ago.
Like Micca, Fox also had to be
very cautious when it came to recovering from the concussions.
“After I was diagnosed with a
concussion, I had to sit out of practices and avoid any intense physical
or mental activity, like studying for
tests or doing homework, until all
my symptoms were gone,” said
Fox, the team leader in kills this
past season.
“Once the symptoms were gone,
there was a four day process of
getting cleared to play again. The
first day, I took the IMPACT test
on the computer. Next, I ran a mile
and did our pre-practice warm-up
with the team. The following day,
I was allowed to practice and if I
made it through those three steps

without any headaches or recurring
symptoms, then I was allowed to
play in games.”
Both Micca and Fox had to take
the IMPACT test before returning,
which is a computerized test to measure the level of your concussion.
“Every athlete is required to
take this test before they start their
season so that they can have a
baseline to base future tests off of,”
said Micca.
The computerized test consists of
testing your memorization and recognition skills by using shapes, sizes
and lines in order to properly test the
athlete’s recognition, memory and
reaction time.
Head trainer Don McPhillips has
been at JCU since 1988 and seen his
fair share of concussions over the
span of two decades.
Under his watch, a majority of
athletes at JCU take the IMPACT
test before their season starts. Not
every athlete is required to take the
test, and student-athletes that participate in swimming, tennis, golf or
are sprinters on the track team are
excused. Divers and pole-vaulters,
however, take the test in the event
that they should be hurt during their

season.
Another test that McPhillips uses
is called the SCAT-2, which tests
the athletes memory, balance and
other concussion symptoms. The
SCAT-2 test is used when an athlete
is suspected of having a concussion,
while the IMPACT test is used as
a baseline test to refer back to as a
comparative score.
McPhillips explained that on
average, it takes anywhere from
five to ten days after the initial
injury for the athlete to be cleared
to play again.
“We take time and ease the athlete back into it,” said McPhillips.
“The athlete needs total rest. No film
sessions, no music, no video games
or anything else that puts stress on
the eyes and brain.”
That can be frustrating to the
athlete.
“It took me about a week and a
half for them to clear me and it was
[tough] because I just wanted to
play,” said Micca. “But they take
concussions very serious here now,
especially because of all the stuff
going on in the pros.”
With professional, and amateur,
sports leagues all over the world
tightening up their belts when it
comes to protecting players before
and after they sustain concussion,
the main idea seems to be “safety
first.”
Concussions aren’t just exclusive
to those who play football, rugby or
any other hard hitting contact sport,
evidenced by the multiple concussions that Fox has suffered while
playing volleyball the past three
years.
Safety and proper treatment are
a high priority when dealing with
concussions, as after an athlete suffers from their first concussion, it
becomes easier and easier to sustain
concussions with each following
concussion.
The main point that must be
recognized is that it’s better to be
safe than sorry.

Men’s soccer team has season ended by the ‘Berg
Jim Burry
Staff Writer

With a 1-0 loss to top-seeded
Heidelberg on Nov. 4, John Carroll
University men’s soccer closed the
books on yet another season.
The Blue Streaks had little time
to mend the wounds of an inauspicious run that saw them lose four
of their last six regular season Ohio
Athletic Conference contests. Nevertheless, the quarterfinal matchup
Nov. 2 pitted them against the
University of Mount Union Purple
Raiders, a team that handed them a
1-0 loss just a few weeks earlier.
Early in the second half it looked
as if John Carroll was going to be
sent home from Alliance without
any hope of playing another OAC
game in 2010.
In the game’s 52nd minute, the
Purple Raiders held a 2-0 lead.
“The mindset of the team after
that second goal was the same as
when we came on the field for the
second half. We knew we had to
come out hard in the second half and
really put away some of our chances
and get the momentum back,” said

freshman Kevin McKamish.
The Blue Streaks responded
quickly as junior Kyle Buxman
netted his third goal of the season to
cut the lead in half just two minutes
after John Carroll surrendered the
second goal.
Buxman then set up McKamish
for the equalizer in the 71st minute.
“I knew someone would get the
second goal to tie it up. It just happened to be me,” said McKamish.
“[Kyle] played me a great ball and I
had an opening to volley it with my
left foot right past the goalie.”
The mood then quickly turned
sour in the 79th minute as Mount
Union scored a third goal that put
the Blue Streaks on the ropes.
The last ten minutes saw a barrage of shots against Mount Union
goalkeeper Jonathan Critell but none
would penetrate the twine. Eventually McKamish would launch an
attempt from beyond 25 yards that
found its way behind Critell to tie
the game at three with just three
minutes remaining.
“The feeling on the field was not
like we were down by a goal with 12

Photo courtesy of the JCU Sports Information Department

Freshman Kevin McKamish, above, scored twice against Mount Union.

minutes left. The team responded
extremely well and I was feeling
very confident that we would get
one before regulation, possibly even
two,” said McKamish.
After two sessions of scoreless overtime, JCU capitalized on
all five shootout chances, thereby
advancing to the semifinals to face
Heidelberg University.
Conditions in Tiffin during the
second round matchup against the
‘Berg foreshadowed the night for
the Blue Streaks: dreary.
As a steady rain fell to the playing surface, John Carroll struggled

to find the net on 14 shots. Heidelberg sophomore Grant Beck scored
the only goal of the contest as the
Student Princes advanced to the
OAC Championship.
“The more you have invested,
the tougher it is to go out like that.
And these guys have invested a lot.
It’s the risk you take when you go
after a championship,” said senior
captain Jeff Kosek. “But heads are
up and there are still great players
returning for next season.”
The Blue Streaks, fifth in the
OAC at the end of the regular season, finished 11-9-1.
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JCU football team drops heartbreaker to Heidelberg
Brendan Gulick
Staff Writer

Great offensive numbers plus
bad defensive numbers equals an
awful lot of points. That formula
appeared to fit last Saturday’s game
to a tee when the Blue Streaks took
on the Student Princes of Heidelberg
University.
In a game that featured more than
1,000 yards of combined offense
and ten touchdowns, it was ironic
that a potential game-winning field
goal that sailed left of the uprights
would decide the outcome.
Despite posting a season-high
484 yards of total offense on Saturday, John Carroll could not outscore the star-studded Heidelberg
offense in a 37-35 loss at Mayer
Field in Tiffin, Ohio.
John Carroll fell to 4-5, 4-4 in the
conference with the loss – their first
to Heidelberg since 1993 in a stretch
that covered 16 games.
The Student Princes were led
by the trio of senior quarterback
Andrew Miller, senior wide receiver
Mike Preston and freshman running back Germany Woods, who
totaled 559 yards of total offense
in the win.
They improved to 5-4 overall
and 4-4 in the OAC. It marks the
first time since 1997 that Heidelberg
has won five games in a season.
JCU had a fantastic start after
the defense forced a punt and the
offence pieced together a six play,
99-yard scoring drive on their first
possession.
Junior quarterback Devin
O’Brien, known for his running
capabilities, wasted no time throwing the football. O’Brien capped
off the drive with a 16-yard pass to
sophomore running back DaQuan
Grobsmith to give the Blue Streaks
the early lead.

A 51-yard completion to sophomore tight end Ben Madden with
an additional 15 yards after a late
hit out of bounds penalty set up the
touchdown, and the Blue Streaks led
7-0 five minutes into the game.
Unfortunately for JCU, Heidelberg has as good of an offense as
anyone in the country. Coming into
the game, Miller had the fifth most
passing touchdowns in the country
(and a school record 25) as well as
holding the top spot in the Ohio Athletic Conference with 277.3 yards of
total offense per game.
His top target Preston, a 6-5,
205 pound receiver, ranked sixth
in the country with 122.5 receiving
yards per game and had recorded at
least one touchdown in every game
this season. Throw in Woods, who
averaged almost 93.0 yards per
game on the ground, and the Student
Princes become a multi-faceted
powerhouse, one that would score
back-to-back touchdowns to take
a 14-7 lead.
The second score came on a
designed fake field goal in which
the quarterback Miller served as
the holder and scrambled 17 yards
to give the ‘Berg the lead.
Looking to answer that score,
the Blue Streaks concocted a little
creativity of their own. O’Brien
lined up in the shotgun with two
running backs to his right. He took
the snap, took two hard steps toward
the line of scrimmage, and then
fired a perfect pass to senior Frank
Ross who hauled in the game-tying
touchdown. Earlier in the game,
Ross became the first player in
school history to haul in 200 career
receptions.
Heidelberg went back to the
ground game, running five times for
60 yards. Sophomore Brad Jones reestablished the lead with a 15-yard
run for a score. With 6:16 to go in

JCU Sports Information Department Photo/John Reid III

Sophomore DaQuan Grobsmith, above, had three touchdowns Saturday.

the second quarter, the host Student
Princes led 21-14.
Yet again, the Blue Streaks
answered with a four play, 78-yard
drive that was capped off with a
41-yard touchdown burst from
Grobsmith that tied the game at
21. The sophomore running back
finished the day with a new career
high of 174 yards.
But if there is anything Heidelberg can do well, it’s score. They
did one more time before the half as
Woods found the end zone for the
second time in the game to give the
‘Berg a 28-21 lead at the break.
In a first half that saw a combined
690 yards of total offense, each
team’s defense certainly needed to
regroup.
“We knew coming into the game
that they had a potent offense,” said
Ross. “But our guys got into a great
rhythm – negative plays were very
minimal and we also had plenty of
big gains.”
“Early on in the year, we didn’t
really come out flying to the ball
on defense,” said senior linebacker
Luke Whitworth. “But every play
now, there are almost 11 guys crashing on the ball carrier. Unfortunately
in the first half, we didn’t do that

very well. But we definitely made
strides defensively in the second
half.”
That included holding Heidelberg to three points on a goal-to-go
situation that gave Heidelberg a 3121 lead - which was the biggest lead
either team held all game.
After a Blue Streak punt, the
Student Princes were moving with
authority. Finally, John Carroll’s defense caught the break it deserved.
Junior C.J. Seitzinger popped Jones
at the line of scrimmage, who
coughed up the football. Freshman
linebacker Josh Varon recovered the
fumble, and the momentum swung
back in favor of the Blue Streaks.
Coach Regis Scafe’s offense
went back to what they have done
best all season – running the football. After six runs totaling 41 yards,
O’Brien faked a handoff and found
senior Sean Webster wide open in
the back corner of the end zone for
the score. The PAT from sophomore
Brad Marchese was good and narrowed the deficit to three points.
JCU didn’t trail for long after
that as they rode Grobsmith - who
carried the ball on nine of the ten
plays on the drive - over the goal
line for the touchdown. With 6:10

remaining, John Carroll led 35-31.
But the ‘Berg couldn’t be
stopped. Behind Miller, Heidelberg
methodically moved the ball down
the field. The Student Princes pieced
together a 13-play, 63-yard drive
that gave them the lead. Preston
caught a screen pass and hurdled
would-be tacklers for a 15-yard
touchdown reception. Heidelberg
missed the extra point attempt wide
left, leaving the score 37-35 with
only 48 seconds left in the game.
Senior Bobby Mangiarelli returned the kickoff 43 yards to the
Heidelberg 42, giving the Streaks
excellent field position. O’Brien
picked up 17 yards in the air after
two pass plays, followed by Grobsmith running to the right to give the
team a better look at the field goal
attempt. Unfortunately, the attempt
from 41 yards sailed wide to the left
and the ‘Berg hung on for victory.
“A lot of credit goes to our offense,” said Scafe after the game.
“We were caught up in a shootout,
but hung with them the whole day.
We found ourselves down 10 going
into the fourth quarter and we came
back to take the lead. They played
extremely well all day.”
O’Brien threw for a career best
224 yards and three touchdowns
in the losing effort. The Streaks
amassed 260 yards on the ground as
they increased their season average
to nearly 194 yards per contest.
The Blue Streaks have the chance
to finish the season strong on Saturday. They could still finish as high as
fourth place in the OAC with a win
over Baldwin-Wallace College.
“I don’t think I’m going to need
to tell these guys too much going
into next week,” said Scafe. “We’re
playing B-W and we will definitely
be ready. We’re looking forward
to finishing this season on a high
note.”

Streaks of the Week

Football

Swimming and Diving

Soccer

DaQuan Grobsmith
sophomore

Alex Vereshchagin
junior

Carl Contrascier
junior

Grobsmith totaled a careerhigh 242 yards of total offense
in addition to three touchdowns
in the Blue Streaks 37-35 loss.
He rushed for 174 yards and
had 68 yards receiving in a
career day.

In a meet with Notre Dame
College, he led the charge in a
losing effort by picking up a
pair of individual wins in the
50 Free and 100 Fly, while
swimming the first leg on the
top 200 Free Relay team.

The junior goaltender
capped off a good first season
with the Blue Streak program
by not allowing a goal in regulation in JCU’s season-ending
loss to Heidelberg. He was
credited with four saves.

Swimming and Diving
Megan Carrig
sophomore
In a dual meet with neighborhood rivals Notre Dame
College and Ursuline College,
Carrig captured the individual
titles in both the 1,000 Free
(11:37.96) and the 500 Free
(5:41.20).

Football
Luke Whitworth
senior
The senior who typically
excels on special teams stepped
in at linebacker and had a career day. He was credited was
16 total tackles - including
11 solo stops - in addition to
breaking up a pass.
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“GOP” p. 13

“Indonesia” p. 13

Sean Webster
World News Editor

The burden of the working class
I feel like most students who read my column don’t make
it past the first three paragraphs. So if it’s okay with you,
I’m going to write it bass ackwards this week. Here’s my
conclusion:
Republicans want to put the entire responsibility of reducing the nation’s record-setting debt and deficit on the shoulders
of the heart and soul of America: the working class. It is a plan
that is immoral, unjust and ignorant of the fact that while the
middle class continues to shrink, the upper class is experiencing skyrocketing income growth.
There is, however, an alternative path to fiscal responsibility. And if you love me, or if you want to know what the
alternative path is, then keep reading.
With a trillion dollar deficit and a $14 trillion debt, the
federal government has two ways it can balance the federal
budget: tax increases and spending cuts.
But Republicans have made it clear that they oppose any
and all tax increases – which means the only way they can
balance the budget is by cutting government spending.
So what spending do they want to cut?
Kentucky Senator-elect Rand Paul, who belongs to the Tea
Party faction of the Republican Party, said he would “reduce
federal employees by 10 percent ... [and] ... probably reduce
their wages by 10 percent.”
Since the federal government has about two million civilian employees, this policy would result in the firing of some
200,000 middle-class workers and force another 200,000 to
take pay cuts.
But the fact of the matter is that even if the Republicans
were able to pass this policy, they still wouldn’t be anywhere
near a balanced budget.
The only way to balance the budget without tax increases
is to reform the two biggest contributors to the growth in
government spending: Social Security and Medicare. Social
Security supports the elderly after retirement, and Medicare
provides health insurance to the elderly. Since both programs
primarily benefit working class Americans, it would be these
Americans who would bear the entire burden of paying off
the national debt and deficit.
However, although cuts in Social Security and Medicare
benefits are necessary, the burden on the working class could
be significantly offset by tax increases on the wealthy. And
that’s exactly the type of plan that President Obama and the
Democrats have in mind.
At the end of this year, the Bush tax cuts will expire, which
means tax rates will go back to where they originally were
under President Bill Clinton – i.e. the last time this nation had
a balanced budget. This would save some $3 trillion over the
next 10 years.
But Obama understands that it’s probably not the best idea
to increase taxes during an economic downturn, so he has
proposed to make permanent the tax cuts for the 95 percent
of Americans making less than $250,000.
As for the five percent of Americans making more than
that amount, the top two tax rates would return to where they
were in the late 1990s; the 35 percent rate would return to 39.6
percent, and the 33 percent rate would return to 36 percent.
Now those aren’t exactly what I would call job-killing
increases, especially when you consider that from 1980 to
2005, four-fifths of the total increase in American incomes
went to the richest one percent of Americans.
But even though this plan would still save roughly $2.2
trillion over the next 10 years, the Republicans are having none
of it. Virginia Republican Congressman Eric Cantor, who is
expected to become House Majority Leader next year, said
these modest tax increases would hurt the “job-creators.”
Ah, yes. Protecting the “job-creators” would be much less
harmful to the economy than firing 200,000 middle-class
workers and forcing another 200,000 to take pay cuts.
Contact Sean Webster
at swebster11@jcu.edu

World Briefing

1. 15,000 flee post-election violence in Myanmar
Fighting between Myanmar government troops and ethnic
fighters has sent at least 15,000 people fleeing into Thailand
a day after the military-led nation held a much-criticized
election. Clashes were reported on Nov. 8, leaving at least
three people dead and 10 others wounded on both sides of the
frontier. The clashes follow a demonstration by the fighters
over Nov. 7’s general election, Myanmar’s first in 20 years, as
well as attempts to force ethnic minority troops to join a border guard force – which would put them under state control.
A simmering civil war has wracked parts of Myanmar since
independence in 1948 and observers say the state’s determination to crush ethnic anti-government fighters appeared to have
increased in the lead up to the election. (Al Jazeera)

2. U.S. snubs Israel over Iran threat

U.S. Defense Secretary Robert Gates, pictured at left, said that
although military action against Iran remains an option, the
threat of force is not the only way to stop Iran from building
a nuclear bomb. Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu,
visiting the U.S. this week, is turning up pressure on the Obama
administration to take a tougher line. If Israel concludes that
Tehran is close to a bomb, it could launch its own military
strike against Iran’s nuclear facilities within months. But
Gates rejects the notion that Iran will only listen if it thinks
it’s about to be attacked. He says the latest international
sanctions are hitting Iran harder than that country’s ruling
regime had expected, and should be allowed more time. (The
Associated Press)

3. Security firms sign code of conduct

Image from Al Jazeera

Nearly 60 private security firms deployed in war zones, including the former Blackwater, pledged on Nov. 9 to curb their
use of force, vet and train personnel, and report any breaches,
officials said. An international code of conduct setting down
the first set of standards was sparked by concerns over alleged
abuses committed by the Pentagon’s private contractors in
Iraq and Afghanistan amid virtual impunity from criminal
prosecution. Neutral Switzerland initiated the landmark code,
drawn up over the past year with the help of Britain and the
United States, home to most private security companies. The
code aims to overcome legal and theoretical ambiguities and
make clear that there is no legal vacuum for the activities of
private security companies. (Reuters)

4. Bush considered attacking Syria and Iran

In his book “Decision Points,” released on Nov. 9, former
President George W. Bush reveals he ordered the Pentagon
to plan an attack on Iran’s nuclear facilities and considered a
covert attack on Syria. Such an attack on Iran would almost
certainly have produced a conflagration in the Middle East that
could have seen Iran retaliating by blocking oil supplies and
unleashing militias and sympathizers in Iraq, Afghanistan and
Lebanon. Bush also discussed with his national security team
either an air strike or a covert special forces raid on an alleged
Syrian nuclear facility at the request of Israel. However, his
team concluded it would be too risky to slip a team into and
out of Syria. The Israelis then did it themselves in September
2007. (The Guardian)

5. Israel plans more illegal settlements
Israel has published plans for some 1,000 new housing units
in a hotly contested area of Jerusalem, advancing the approval
process at a delicate time when the United States is pressing
Israel to renew a freeze in settlement construction and get
stalled peace negotiations with the Palestinians back on track.
The plans, once approved, would constitute a considerable
expansion of Har Homa, a Jewish residential development
in southern Jerusalem in territory that Israel captured from
Jordan in the 1967 war, then annexed. The Israeli annexation
has not been internationally recognized, and the Palestinians
claim the territory as part of a future Palestinian state. (The
New York Times)
– AP images and information
compiled by Sean Webster.
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World News Poll
Should violent video games be
banned from children?
No
52% (11 votes)

Yes
43% (9 votes)
Not Sure/No Opinion
5% (1 vote)

THIS WEEK’S QUESTION
Should Obama’s health insurance
reform policy be repealed?
Go online at www.jcunews.com to vote in the poll, and
check out the next issue to see the results.

AP

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi, a Democrat from California, speaks to a crowd at an election night party in
Washington, D.C., on Nov. 2.

GOP takes House, sends message to Obama
Michael Reiser
Staff Reporter

Last Tuesday’s House elections
turned out to be a landslide victory for
Republican candidates across the country, halfway through President Barack
Obama’s first term in office.
In order to regain the majority, Republicans needed to gain 39 seats. But
for angry voters and Tea Party activists,
the simple majority wasn’t enough.
Sixty seats were picked up to take an
overwhelming lead in the House, the
most by either party in a single election
since 1948, when Democrats gained 75
new seats.
“The American people have sent an
unmistakable message to (President
Obama) tonight, and that message is
‘change course!’” The current House
Minority Leader John Boehner (R-OH)
told a fired up crowd during a victory
speech in Washington.
The major losses, however, were not
unexpected. According to the Wall Street
Journal, Democratic strategists predicted
huge losses due to the high unemployment rate and the gains made by Demo-

crats in conservative districts in the two
previous Congressional elections.
“Bad economic times plus bad message equals bad result,” Democratic consultant James Carville told the Journal
the day after the election.
However, not all is lost for Democrats. They still hold a majority of seats
in the Senate, and Obama still has the
power to veto any bill that comes his
way.
The President tried to take most
of the blame for the large scale defeat
taken by the Democrats. During a press
conference following the election, he
said, “In the rush of activity, sometimes
we lose track of the ways that we connected with folks that got us here in the
first place.”
Obama conceded that he would try
to cooperate in extending the tax cuts
laid down by former President George
W. Bush, despite previous remarks of insisting that Congress let the cuts expire.
“We’d be misreading the election if we
thought that the American people want
to see us for the next two years re-litigate
arguments that we had over the last two
years,” he said.

According to Senate Minority Leader
Mitch McConnell (R-KY), Republicans
are eager to discuss with the President
the extension and “all the other issues
that he has on his mind.” “We’re willing
to start talking about getting an extension of some kind so that taxes don’t go
up on anybody,” he said.
Obama also said he would not retreat
from his efforts on healthcare reform, although Republicans are already thinking
differently. House Minority Whip Eric
Cantor (R-VA) said, “We will repeal the
trillion-dollar health care bill that threatens to bankrupt this commonwealth
[Virginia] and this country.” Cantor also
told CBS, “I hope that we’re able to put
a repeal bill on the floor.”
Current Speaker of the House, Nancy
Pelosi (D-CA), said, “The outcome of
the election does not diminish the work
we have done for the American people.
We must all strive to find common
ground to support the middle class, create jobs, reduce the deficit and move our
nation forward.”
For the success of Obama’s agenda,
and perhaps even his administration, this
“common ground” must be achieved.

“

Word for Word

”

“No one cares if you smoke a joint or not.”

– California Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger on “The
Tonight Show” with host Jay Leno. The comments
came more than a month after the governor signed
into law a provision that made the possession of small
amounts of marijuana subject only to a $100 fine.
(CNN)

“Sarah Palin cost us control of
the Senate.”

– Republican Rep. Spencer Bachus to a local
Chamber of Commerce group. He suggested that the
candidates backed by the Tea Party and former Alaska
Gov. Sarah Palin may be to blame for the Republican
Party’s failure to take back control of the Senate in
last week’s midterm elections. (The Washington Post)

“They don’t want me in this job, to put it
rather bluntly.”
– Michael Steele, head of the Republican National
Committee, referring to fellow members of his party.
(NPR)

“If you look at the U.S., you look at who
we’re electing to Congress, to the Senate they can’t read. I’ll bet you a bunch of these
people don’t have passports.”
– New York City Mayor Michael Bloomberg.
(Wall Street Journal)

– Compiled by Sean Webster.

Obama makes long-awaited return to Indonesia, reaches out to Muslims
The Associated Press
President Barack Obama, visiting the world’s most populous
Muslim nation, expressed deep
concern Tuesday that Israelis and
Palestinians aren’t making the “extra effort” to secure a breakthrough
for achieving Middle East peace.
Obama said he hasn’t seen the
kind of progress in negotiations that
“could finally create a framework
for a secure Israel living side by
side in peace with a sovereign Palestine.” Asked at a news conference
with Indonesia’s President Suslilo
Bambang Yudhoyono about Israeli
settlement construction in East
Jerusalem, Obama said, “Each of
these incremental steps can end up
breaking that trust between these
parties.”
Obama raised his Mideast concerns while appearing with Yudhoyono during his first visit to

Indonesia as president to the country
where he lived for four years as a
child. He marveled over “sights
and sounds” that evoked memories
of the past and said that Indonesia’s
landscape of today barely resembles
the land where he went to live at age
six in 1967 after his mother married
an Indonesian man.
The U.S. sees Indonesia as a
counterweight to China’s growing strength, though Obama said
Tuesday he’s not seeking to stop
China’s growth.
“We think China being prosperous and secure is a positive,”
Obama said. “We’re not interested
in containing that process.”
Still, with the controversy over
how China values its currency
looming as Obama heads to the
G-20 economic summit in South
Korea later this week, Obama said
all countries must operate within,
“an international framework and

sets of rules in which countries
recognize their responsibilities to
each other.”
Without mentioning China by
name, he pointedly noted that the
global economy hasn’t achieved
balanced growth.
“We have seen some countries
run up very big surpluses and intervening significantly in the currency
markets to maintain their advantage,” Obama said.
Obama will meet with Chinese
President Hu Jintao Thursday, but
officials say they don’t expect the
currency issue to be resolved.
Obama said he believes the administration has improved relations
with the Muslim world but called
it an “incomplete project,” saying
much more work needs to be done.
Obama said policy differences with
Muslim countries will linger, but
that building better ties between the
people of the United States and the

Muslim world will foster improved
overall relations.
He voiced support for Yudhoyono’s efforts to nurture a rapidly growing society even in a time
when Indonesia has been hit by
earthquakes, a tsunami and now a
volcanic eruption. Concerns about
volcanic ash caused the White
House to shorten Obama’s stay and
expedite his takeoff Wednesday for
the G-20 summit in Seoul.
As scheduled, the trip was less
than 24 hours, with Obama arriving
late afternoon Tuesday and leaving
midday Wednesday. The trip was
shoehorned into a jam-packed 10day Asia trip, between three days
spent in India and economic meetings in South Korea and Japan that
start Thursday.
The U.S. has increasingly embraced Indonesia as a moderate
Muslim nation and partner in counter-terror efforts in the wake of at-

tacks in Bali, Jakarta and elsewhere
in the region between 2002 and
2005. The nation of 250 million
people is made up of a string of
islands stretched through the Indian Ocean between Australia and
Malaysia.
“Lots of U.S. interests and lots
of challenges and opportunities intersect in Indonesia,” Ben Rhodes,
deputy national security adviser
for strategic communications, told
reporters Monday.
Concerns over the volcanic
ash cloud forced the White House
to move up events Obama has
planned for Wednesday, including
a stop at Jakarta’s Istiqlal Mosque
and a speech at the University of
Indonesia.
However, nearly all of the press
traveling with Obama opted to leave
Indonesia before the speech in order
to make it to the next stop — South
Korea — ahead of the president.
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Sudoku
Easy

Tough

Super Tough

The first correct responder to the super tough sudoku
will receive a $5 gift card to Panera Bread.
Sponsored by Panera Bread at 20060 Van Aken Blvd. in Shaker Plaza.

Name That Toon!
The following picture relates to a popular song. The first person to submit the correct
answer will get his/her name and picture in the next CN! Just fill in your guess along
with your name and e-mail then drop off your submission at the CN office to win!
Last Issue’s Name
That Toon Winner

Song artist/title:_________________________
Name:_________________________________
E-mail:________________________________

William Lindville
Last issue’s
Toon:

“Bottoms Up”
by Trey Songz
feat. Nicki Minaj

What the
toon doesn’t
say about the
tune:
“It’s like I sent
my love with
a text two times.”
Cartoon by David Hickey

Are you FORTUNATE
enough to be part
of The Carroll News?
We have the ability to help you earn
extra credit in your journalism class,
add bullets to your resume,
and make you a published writer.

Contact us at
jcunews@gmail.com
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Editorial

JCU website receives facelift

“

The John Carroll University website has been undergoing consistent
changes since spring of this year. These changes are intended to make
it more navigable and user-friendly.
Just one year after being hired, John Carfagno took charge of this
project. To assist in this task, Carfagno hired Mike Richwalsky, an experienced university website designer. This team has made tremendous
progress in the reformatting so far.
As the website continues to undergo changes, it is important that
the designers stay away from programs like Dreamweaver, which was
used to create many of the current pages on the site. “Off the shelf”
programs like Dreamweaver are too difficult to use without computer
savvy and limit the number of people able to update and change the
website as necessary.
In addition to the easy navigation aspect of this new system, it will
also save money. Using free software saved $60,000 that can go to
other needs.
Most importantly, the website is also a major publicity engine for
the University. In this age of reliance on technology, having an updated
website is crucial for John Carroll to maintain its competitive edge. Potential students evaluate schools entirely through the Internet; and if the
website does not showcase the University well online, then many of these
students will look elsewhere without ever setting foot on campus.
The changes have already paid off. The interest in the website has
increased significantly in Ohio, Pennsylvania, New York and Illinois,
four states from which John Carroll admits a majority of its students.
Linking the site to social media networks like Facebook and Twitter
has also been pivotal in drawing attention to John Carroll from prospective students. Although these are two of the main social network sites, it
would also be valuable to expand the number of links to the John Carroll
homepage. This will boost online interest even more.
Moving forward, they must continue developing the website by revising other web pages on the site. Many of the current links are out of
order or link to an outdated site. These problems range from department
homepages to student organization pages. Although updating these may
be a time-consuming process, it will be an essential step in creating a
comprehensive and useful website.
Overall, the website is becoming a much more practical tool for current students, potential students and all of the organizations on campus.
It has already increased interest in Ohio and other feeder states, and
continued improvements will sustain and raise this interest. With the
changes, John Carroll’s website is a much more competitive and realistic
feature of the University.

Cartoon by David Hickey

NOTABLE QUOTABLE

“

“You’d be surprised how addicting high
self-esteem is.”

Editorial

Diversity Task Force reports to SU

The Diversity Task Force at John Carroll University delivered a
report of its two-year study of diversity at the University to the Student
Union on Oct. 25.
Student Union needs to discuss the study and create initiatives that
promote a more inclusive and diverse campus community immediately
based on the guidelines offered by the Task Force.
The Task Force report is an opportunity for the University and students to make changes to the status quo that consider the importance
of an academic environment that reflects the cultural, social and ethnic
differences that exist in this country and globally.
Student groups should adopt the statement drafted by the Task Force
and should commit to embracing differences among members and creating an environment of openness and opportunity.
The University must create the position of chief diversity officer, as
recommended by the Task Force, within the next year or two to ensure
that minority populations increase at JCU and are represented.
Further, the new position will demonstrate the University’s commitment to creating a campus environment that is accepting and inclusive
of student populations that deviate from the white majority of students
at JCU.
JCU must act on the Task Force recommendations and students
should do their part to incorporate the findings into the planning and
operations of student groups.
The Task Force is seeking student input and ideas to make JCU more
diverse and inclusive, and students must take advantage of the chance
to make positive changes at the University.

-Fergie, singer, in an interview with Katie Couric

HIT & miss
Hit: The Browns beat the Patriots Hit/miss: Nick Lachey and
Vanessa Minnillo get engaged miss: Bed bug infestations rise in
Cleveland Hit/miss: Cowboys fire Coach Wade Phillips
Hit: Call of Duty: Black Ops released this week
miss(ing): Sleep for the people who are playing it
Hit: Joe Paterno beats Northwestern for his 400th college
football victory miss: Ancient house in Pompeii, Italy
collapses Hit: Today is Veteran’s Day Hit: Gebre Gebremariam
wins the NYC Marathon miss: Haile Gebrselassie announces
retirement Hit/miss: Robert Downey Jr. is announced as the new
voice of Planter’s Mr. Peanut Hit: Conan O’Brien debuts on TBS
Hit: CN gets a category in JCU’s “Celebrity Jeopardy”
Hit: Jessica Seinfeld launches new baby line at Target for charity
e-mail your hits & misses to jcunews@gmail.com
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The

OURVIEW
Stop the madness

Kaitlin Gill
Campus Spotlight Editor

You know what bothers me? The
destruction of property. It upsets me
when someone damages someone
else’s belongings.
I can’t grasp the concept of
enjoying the act of destroying
anything, let alone something that
isn’t a part of my own possessions.
I am making this argument because
it seems that at John Carroll, some
people enjoy this harsh activity.
I remember the spring semester
of 2010 when the snow had melted,
and landscapers had just planted
rows of beautiful flowers on campus. The people who planted them
worked for hours making the campus look great. However, their work
was for naught because as soon as
the next weekend came around,
somebody destroyed the majority of
the flowers. There were clearly footprints in the ground that had ruined

what John Carroll’s grounds crew
had worked so hard to create.
The most recent destruction of
property that really upset me was
the bike rack in front of Campion
Hall. Over the weekend, someone
(probably on a drunken escapade)
decided it would be a good idea
to flip the bike rack over so it was
bent and broken into pieces. Not
only was the rack completely damaged, but the 10 or so bikes that
were chained to it were destroyed.
There were handlebars, pedals and
such detached. The remainder of the
bikes were bent so much that they
were no longer usable.
I do have to applaud how John
Carroll handled the situation. The
owners of the bikes were reimbursed
for the damage. This still doesn’t
make up for the fact that their property was destroyed by acts of pure
irresponsibility and carelessness.
What are the remaining problems? The bike rack is still not put
together completely. There are parts
of the rack that are not connected.
The larger issue at hand is that after
John Carroll reimbursed the owners
of the bikes, and possibly attempted
to repair the remaining damage,
rumor has that people (maybe the
same as before, maybe not) at-

tempted to destroy it again.
I know there have been more
instances, but the two that I have
mentioned have stuck with me
since the incidents occurred. I can’t
understand why students continue to
damage campus property, not only
because it is wrong, but because
students pay a significant amount of
tuition money. Why would someone
want to destroy things that they pay
a great deal of money to have? Or
destroy things that other people pay
this money to have?
It’s disappointing to me because
I don’t take advantage of my opportunity to attend John Carroll,
as many other students here feel
the same. I want to see the campus
looking its best, not in ruins. I don’t
understand the reason why anyone
would. It’s embarrassing when
sporting events, conferences and
other events come to John Carroll,
and campus property is damaged.
It reflects poorly on the school and
everyone involved with it.
I’m not naïve, I know this problem will most likely never be
stopped completely, but there is
room for improvement.
Contact Kaitlin Gill at
kgill13@jcu.edu

Wonderword
What does slake mean?

“A snake and a rake.”
Genny Goergen,
freshman

“A slender body of water.”

“To enjoy.”

Connor Donovan,
sophomore

Yushi Akao,
junior

Slake: to satisfy or quench; to cause to lessen.

Greener Side:
Carpe diem

Nicole Green
Editorial & Op/Ed Editor

I’m not someone who thinks
the best part of life will end after
college.
I hate when people say, “It’s
all down hill from here” or some
other clichéd variation of the same
idea that fun dies when a degree is
earned.
I am graduating in a little more
than a month, and, as a result, I am
inundated daily by excitement and
uncertainty.
I’m having more trouble than
ever being mindful during a period
of time when it is important to me
that I value and make the most out
of my experiences.
I want to be with my friends and
stay out late and walk to class and
complain about my homework as
much as I can before the end of the
semester.
But, I can’t resist counting down
the weeks left in the semester; thinking about moving to a new city; and
planning for tomorrow, next month,
and next year.
We are a generation of people
who live in the future. We text others
while we are with our friends. We
say “maybe” when people invite
us to events because we might find
something better to do. We “talk”
to significant others because dating
requires too much commitment.
Who wants to be tied down
when there are so many uncertainties and opportunities waiting in
the future?
So, while we put off commitment
of any type and dream and plan for
someday, we miss the present.
College, for many of us, will be
the last opportunity we have to be
surrounded by people so close in age
and lifestyle to us.
There is something very cool

and unifying about seeing the same
people at the bar as you see in class
or at the gym.
After graduation, those kinds
of encounters will be called coincidences or “bumping into each
other,” but in college it is expected
that work life will mix with social
life.
So, though I am excited to make
my own money and pursue a career,
I’m really sad about leaving behind
my college lifestyle.
In these last few weeks, I’m going to do my best to stop stressing
about future plans and really soak
up all the college I can – go out on
weeknights, get no sleep; and wear
Uggs and yoga pants.
At this time next year, I’ll be
trading in my babysitting jobs for
a full-time, salaried career. My
schedule won’t accommodate the
same lifestyle it does now. It won’t
be acceptable to wear spandex to
work.
In less than a year, I’ll be living
in Texas, away from my family and
friends and everything that is familiar to me. Everything is about to
change for me, which is exciting.
Fun doesn’t end after graduation.
I’m looking forward to establishing
my career. I can’t wait to have my
own house and decorate it. Maybe
I’ll get married and have kids and
all of that. There’s a lot to be excited
about. There is a lot to plan.
But, now is not the time for
that.
Every obsessive part of my
personality will be working against
me, but I’m determined to let go of
my worries about the future for the
next few weeks and just have fun
here while I can.

Contact Nicole Green at
ngreen13@jcu.edu

That’s what See said: Don’t pretend to know what you don’t

Bob Seeholzer
Managing Editor

Growing up my mom used to call
me Mr. Know-it-all because, apparently, I thought I knew everything.
Now I’m older and she still calls me
that because, apparently, I still think
I know everything.
I don’t.
It’s OK though, because I don’t
have to. Nobody knows everything.
If anyone did that would be absurd. I
think more important than knowing
a lot is knowing what you know and
knowing what you don’t know.

An often overlooked skill is that
of discernment. When someone
asks you something and you’re not
sure you have the information they
want and/or need, do you clarify
your answer with a phrase like “at
least I think that’s it.” Or do you
try to come off like an expert on
something that you’re not?
Based on my own independent
studies, most people are under the
impression they’re experts.
Everyday, on this campus alone,
I deal with people who say things
implying they’re more knowledgeable than they are. I heard someone,
while trading barbs back and forth
with a varsity athlete, try to taunt
him by saying “you don’t even
play.” It turns out that athlete is a
starter and has been all season.
Now don’t get me wrong, in the
midst of trash talking, exaggerations

are allowed, but the problem here is
that he actually thought he was right.
He was completely misinformed,
but decided to say it anyway.
I know others who think they’re
infallible when it comes to things
such as geography, grammar or
opinions in general. They’re not.
The problem goes beyond JCU
though, as I’ve seen this lack of
self-awareness affect the quality of
professional publications like Billboard magazine. How do you spell
someone’s name two different ways
in the same article? And be wrong
both times?
I’m sure someone will go through
this issue of the award-winning CN
now and try to find something
spelled wrong. You might find
something, after all we’re a group
of college students putting together
a newspaper. We’re good, but we

also have classes and we don’t get
paid. Professionals are held to a
higher standard.
Usually I’m an advocate for laziness, but this is kind of ridiculous.
There’s a lack of fact-checking in
today’s world, and it’s leading to
more ignorance than I have the
tolerance for (ironic, huh?).
I can’t tell if this is something
that has afflicted young adults for
generations or if it’s due to the
Wikipedia-era we live in, but a lot
of people are full of feces. Like
constipated-fat-guy-full of feces.
When people try to come off omniscient about a given topic they make
fools of themselves.
Now you might be thinking
“Bob, all you’re doing is complaining about other people. You do it,
too. What makes you any different?”
and you’d be half-justified.

I am ranting about others ignoring their own ignorance, so
you’re right on that count, but to
categorize me in that group would
be inaccurate. I’m very aware of
my shortcomings, things I don’t
know or aren’t very good at. As a
matter of fact, I’ve written plenty
of columns based on the strengths/
weaknesses I possess. I’m realistic
about what I know.
So by thinking I was cut from the
same cloth as those who speak out of
their butts, you proved my point by
speaking out of your own miseducated butt. Thanks, Ace Ventura.
Next time you’re about to make
some unverified statements, remember that people can tell, they
just haven’t written a column about
it yet.
Contact Bob Seeholzer at
rseeholzer11@jcu.edu
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The Op/Ed Top Ten:
Nannies

1. Mary Poppins
2. Nanny McPhee
3. Hulk Hogan in “Mr.
Nanny”
4. Fran Fine from “The Nanny”
5. Jenny Morgan from “Au
Pair”
6. Brittney Murphy in
“Uptown Girls”
7. Vin Diesel in “The
Pacifier”
8. Vicky from “The Fairly
OddParents”
9. Mrs. Doubtfire
10. Supernanny Jo Frost
-Compiled by Brian Bayer and Nicole Green

The Bayer Necessities:
Compete!

Brian Bayer
Editorial & Op/Ed Editor

There are two types of energy:
potential and kinetic. Potential is the
kind of energy that has the possibility of doing something great; kinetic
is when that possibility becomes a
reality.
Last weekend, I had the opportunity to be one of 104,000 fans
in Beaver Stadium who watched
Coach Joe Paterno lead the Penn
State Nittany Lions to their 400th
win under his coaching. In addition
to this record setting number of
wins, he has coached the blue and
white every year for 61 seasons.
At age 84, JoePa is a prime example of someone who understands
the importance of transforming
potential energy into kinetic energy.
And his career has given us a message that we all need to embrace—
compete!
If you don’t compete, then quite
frankly, you don’t stand a chance.
Every aspect of life is a competition, and if you’re not on the line of
scrimmage, then you might as well
not even come to the game.
This type of competition is easy
to see in athletics. A bunch of guys
or gals get together on a field to see
who has more “eye of the tiger” in
them. After the players push their
bodies to the limit, one team walks
away with eternal pride, while the
other is plagued by defeat.
While the victors enjoy the
spoils, it is up to the losers to capitalize on their loss and rise to the
occasion next time. As they say, you
haven’t lost until you admit defeat.
Off the field, though, this competition may not be as evident; but
it is every bit as present. Don’t get

me wrong, there is plenty of room
for non-competitors … in France. In
America, it’s a dog-eat-dog world,
so wave your flag and get after it.
This week, my co-editor, Nicole
Green, got a job with Teach For
America (details in the Oct. 14 edition of “The Greener Side”). This
was not a feat of heroic athleticism,
but the competition was fierce. After
a rigorous application and interview
process, she came out on top and
now has the opportunity to pursue
her dream.
This is another example of someone who took potential energy and
converted it into kinetic energy. It
would have been very easy to let this
opportunity pass, but in her book
that just wasn’t an option. It is this
spirit that defines us.
There will always be somebody
to do everything. Your job is to ensure that somebody is you (at least
for what you want to do).
There are several things you can
do to help achieve this goal. Number
one: Don’t die. Just like JoePa has
done, make sure that you live forever. Number two: Commit. Once you
set your sites on something (whether
it’s Teach For America or taking
names and numbers on the field)
see it through to the end (whether
that means teaching our nation’s
youth or crushing your opponents’
dreams). Number three: Learn from
defeat. If it’s your dreams that have
been crushed, suck it up, figure out
what you did wrong and be the winner that you want to be. And finally,
no matter what your dreams are,
don’t listen to Walt Disney. Wishing
on stars is not an effective route to
success. Compete and win!
And in the words of the great
JoePa, “You have to perform at
a consistently higher level than
others. That's the mark of a true
professional.”
Contact Brian Bayer at
bbayer13@jcu.edu
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Katie Sheridan
Editor in Chief

Every weekend I do something
wonderful. I come home late and
I’m a little tired, but I have earned
a fistful of cash that will get me
through the week. Sometimes I
work twice in one weekend.
I am a babysitter.
It is a great job. From my estimations, babysitters in University
Heights make between $8 to $14
an hour. That is more than minimum wage and if you’re fortunate
enough to babysit at night, the kids
will be asleep by 9 p.m., so you’re
getting paid to watch TV or do
homework.
I am an excellent tent builder,
hair stylist, and treasure hunt maker.
I’ve also hosted dance parties and
battled in Nerf gun wars. Those are
skills that just aren’t appreciated on
your resume, unless you write it in

brightly colored marker and give it
to the kids you’re babysitting.
The problem is that I graduate
in May, so my resume includes
things like The Carroll News and
internships. My ability to dominate
at Simon Says won’t be appreciated
and it will no longer be socially acceptable for me to babysit. Society
seems to think there is something
weird about a person working fulltime and babysitting.
Please notice that I said work
full-time and babysit. It seems to
be OK if you are attending graduate
school or only working part-time. It
is as if the families assume that you
aren’t pursuing your real career yet,
so it is OK for you to watch their
kids and make some extra money.
After you graduate if you have
to babysit you are probably working
for free and watching kids somehow
related to you. An alternative option is to redefine the responsibility
under the title as nanny or better
yet, au pair.
There is however, a difference
between babysitting and being a
nanny. I think of a nanny as fulltime position that involves cooking,
cleaning and occasionally laundry.
It isn’t usually something you can

YOURVIEW
Sean Cahill
Class of 2012

Last Thursday the Student Body
voted for the new Student Union
Executive Board. The voice of
the student body was heard loud
and clear. The question I pose is
what group of people was listening to their cries? The group of
candidates running for election to
represent the students seemed to be
very lacking. The fact of the matter
is that three of the positions had a
candidate that ran unopposed. We
have often heard that competition
breeds the best candidate for any
given position. I am not here to say
that the candidates that ran unopposed are unqualified; rather, some
competition would have encouraged each person running to step
up their game and get out and talk
to the students who voted.
Of the Executive Board positions, the Vice President for
Student Organizations, the Vice
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Still wants to be
a babysitter
do just on Saturday night. Sadly
dictionary.com defines “nanny” as
“a person, usually with special training, employed to care for children in
a household.” So education majors,
you’re probably in the clear, but
unless my time teaching a Sunday
school class to preschoolers counts,
I lack the special training.
An au pair is even more extreme.
Remember the 1999 made-for-TV
movie “Au Pair”? She had to live
with the family full-time and they
spent most of their time in another
country. That is actually kind of appealing, but again, not the weekend
gig I have going now.
So, I was wondering if we could
start reconsidering this societal
decision that rules out babysitting
after graduation. If I’m still in the
area I’d like to continue to babysit
for my favorite families. It is fun
to have a kickball tournament or
to play TV tag and call out shows
they’ve never heard of. Last week,
the kids were perplexed by “Doug”
and “Hey Arnold!”
I will most likely never be a
nanny or an au pair, but if possible, I
hope to continue to be a babysitter.
Contact Katie Sheridan at
ksheridan11@jcu.edu

Letter to the Editor

President for Judicial Affairs and
the Vice President of the entire Student Union were uncontested. The
“election” can loosely be called a
“glorified appointment”! The other
positions had exciting races that
brought out that competitive spirit
and hopefully the best candidate
won their respective races. For
instance, the presidential race was
fairly competitive. The race between
the two candidates was heated with
a great debate and campaigning as
well. The winning candidate, Rita
Rochford, won by only 192 votes.
Compared to the size of the student
body that isn’t much at all! The
Executive Board is in charge of
governing their respective groups,
which encompass the entire student body. The Vice President for
Programming went to a non-senator
running which does not happen very
often. When we see these races that
are heated and bring about ideas and
conversations we see the best com-

ing out of the candidates. Then the
students may vote on the ideas they
deem to be the strongest and most
worthy of their attention.
There was a problem, however,
in this past election in that only 28.1
percent of the student body voted
for their student leaders. This poses
another question. Why didn’t more
students vote? Could it be that no
one really cares about the Student
Union? Perhaps people feel the
Student Senate doesn’t really do
work, so why waste time voting for
their representatives? Another possibility may be that people didn’t
know elections were being held.
Whatever the case may be, the elections did happen and students have
been elected. It is now the student
body’s responsibility to hold these
leaders accountable for their actions
or their lack of action when it comes
to leading their peers.

CLASSIFIEDS
For Rent

Help Wanted

5 recently renovated, two
family homes on Warrensville
Center Rd. near JCU. Very
clean, well maintained, 3 bedrooms on each floor. Large
rooms, air conditioning,
hardwood flooring, 2 car garage. All appliances included.
Available June 1st 2011. Hurry the good ones go quick!
Call Mike Jr. (440)336-4254
or Mike Sr. (440) 724-6654
e-mail: sas423@roadrunner.
com
Room for rent in ranch home.
$500 mo. includes everything. 1-216-382-0358

Small local company in Mayfield looking for a reliable
and trustworthy individual
for weeknight and weekend
assistance.
Tasks include
processing online orders
for merchandise, answering
phones and a few secretarial
tasks. If interested please email jobs@amazingtickets.
com or call 216-534-1161.
Now hiring for customer
service positions. Part-time
flexible hours around your
school schedule. Must be
friendly, smile, and focus
on service to the customer.
Must present a professional
approach with clear communication skills, accurate
typing and data entry skills.
Minutes from JCU 13940
Cedar Rd. in Cedar Center,
down from Whole Foods Apply in person 216-371-9300
store1240@theupsstore.com

For Rent. Have your own
dorm! 2 and 4 Beedroom
suites ready for move in, $650
and $950 per month. Close to
everything, call for details
440-897-7881 or 440-6552048
4 bedroom house 5 minute
walk to JCU. 2 showers finished basement all appliances After school Childcare Needincluded call Charles (216) ed. 3 great kids. Elementary
402-9653
and middle school age. East
FOR RENT - June 2011. side. Car needed. Approx 3 to
4/5 bedroom house in South 6 p.m. weekdays but days and
Euclid.1.5 bathrooms, huge times flexible. Send e-mail to
basement. $1500/per month. oakpoint3@gmail.com.
Call/text Jeff at 440.479.2835 EMPLOYMENT
Great house for rent starting OPPORTUNITY
June 2011 till May 2012. 5 If you are interested in workbedrooms 2 Full Baths 1800 ing with special children,
Sqft 2 miles from campus. our family has a part-time,
sellersna@gmail.com or 216- long-term employment opportunity available. Sarah,
469-4402
our intelligent and engaging
2
family
Houses
on
twelve-year-old daughter, has
Warrensville and Meadcerebral palsy and is hearing
owbrook 8 minute walk to
impaired. We are looking for
campus. Each suite has 3
someone who can productivebedrooms, living and dining
ly occupy her while mom and
room, kitchen, 2 baths, cendad attend to everyday tasks.
tral air, alarm system and all
We are offering $24 per hour
appliances including dishfor the first hour worked each
washer. call 440.821.6415
day and $12 per hour there
Duplex for Rent. Very Spa- after during the week. $17
cious & Well-Maintained. per hour over weekends. ReEach Unit has 3 Bdrms, quirements include: Having
1 ½ Bath. ¼ Mile from full ownership of and full
JCU. Call JCU Alumni @ access to a car. Being avail440.336.2437.
able during the remainder of
the 2010/2011 school year
WALK TO CAMPUS
3-4-5 Bedrooms, 2 full bath, for at least one day per week
all new appliances, dishwash- between 3:00 p.m. to 7:00
er, deck, AC, bonus rooms p.m. Being available for at
and lots of closets. Call 216- least seven hours over most
weekends. Being available
832-3269 today.
Rental For next school sea- during most of next summer
son 4 bedrooms, newly refin- for between 16 and 38 hours
ished all appliances included per week. For consideration,
one mile from campus. We please contact Ben and Teri
specialize in renting to JCU Chmielewski at 216-577students for 12 years! Call 0114. Our Shaker Heights
home is located near JCU.
Michael 330-388-7798

Childcare Provider Wanted:
Looking for loving person
that has experience caring for
infants and toddlers and has
a flexible schedule. Mon-Fri
7:30am-3:30pm. Competitive
pay. Must be able to drive and
have reliable transportation to
Cleveland Heights. Interested
parties please call 216-9328334. References required.
BABYSITTER needed to
watch one 6 year old girl on
an occasional basis. Live one
mile from JCU. Salary is $10
per hour. Please call Debby at
216-410-2721.
University Hts / South Euclid----Great 4-5-6 Bedroom
houses available with plenty
of parking, newer appliances,
washers and dryers, AC, and
bars. Only a few blocks and
within walking distance from
campus! DON’T WAIT, ACT
FAST! Leases to begin in June
2011. Call Anthony with questions or to see a house.at (216)
374-7164
Claddagh Irish Pubs is now
hiring servers, hosts, and
bartenders. Please come into
the pub to apply.Monday thru
Friday between 1pm-5pm.
Must have an outgoing and
friendly personality 25389
Cedar Road Legacy Village
Lyndhurst, OH

Follow us on
Facebook at:
The Carroll News

Check us out
on Twitter!
Search: The
Carroll News

Looking for a
place
to advertise?
Look no further
than
The Carroll News
e-mail us at
carrollnewsads@
gmail.com

Classified ads
cost $5.00 for the
first 10 words and
$0.25 for each additional word.
To be placed, ads
must be typed or
handwritten clearly and legibly and
sent to or dropped
off at The Carroll
News office with
payment.
Classified ads will
not be run without
pre-payment.
Classifieds will
not be taken over
the phone. Deadline for classifieds
is noon of the
Monday prior to
publication.
For Ad Rates and
Information:
Mail us at: The
Carroll News
John Carroll
Univ. 20700 N.
Park Blvd.
University Hts,
OH 44118
carrollnews@
jcu.edu.
Federal Law bans discrimination by race, sex,
religion, color, national
origin, family status and
handicap in all Ohio rental
property. The Carroll
News will not knowingly
accept advertising in violation of this law. As a
consequence, The Carroll News will not accept
rental ads that stipulate the
gender of the tenants.

